RULE OF LAW PROGRAM DESIGN WORKSHOP
We’re pleased with your interest in this workshop. This page is designed to alert you to some
basic facts about this workshop and your participation.
BASIC STRUCTURE: This workshop will comprise two sessions. The first will occur on June 5, 6,
and 7. This is the primary instruction and discussion period of this workshop. The second session
will occur on July 18. This last day will involve presentation of individual project design projects
and discussion.
TIME COMMITMENT: This workshop is designed to develop practical knowledge and useable
skills related to program design. It is not an overview or summary, passive learning course.
Accordingly, the course attendance has been limited to 20 participants. Therefore, the full
participation of each participant in each day’s instruction and exercises is crucial. Similarly,
attendance at all days of both sessions is likewise important. You may wish to alert your
supervisor and obtain his/her concurrence with your participation so that you are able to
devote time to this learning effort.
PRODUCTION COMMITMENT: This workshop is bifurcated to allow participants to test and use
the practical skills the workshop seeks to develop. Each participant is expected to produce a
project design document during the period between session 1 and session 2. Each participant will
be expected to give a presentation of their design, answer questions, and engage in dialogue with
other participants on their design document. Instructions and discussion on this requirement will
be discussed – and questions answered during session 1. We welcome participants to bring the
justice reform problems they are grappling with in the course of their day jobs as possible subject
matter for their design development document.
READING COMMITMENT: This workshop will involve some reading during the workshop
sessions. ROLC, INL, and the instructors recognize the competing obligations of work and
learning and will work to minimize this requirement consistent with the learning goal of the
workshop.
NOTICE COMMITMENT: U.S. Government personnel are busy professionals. Despite the best of
intentions, it is possible that a participant may be unable to follow through with the workshop
due to unforeseen circumstances. Each participant is expected to strive within the bounds of their
professional obligations to attend each day of both sessions. We politely but urgently request
you notify ROLC immediately if your attendance/participation becomes impossible. We
anticipate a waiting list and would like to accommodate another participant, if possible.
Notice should be sent to rolc@sc.edu.
CLICK HERE TO REGISTER.

